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was quite close and the eldest brother would say, " Sir, I am
surprised to have the pleasure of meeting you/' and I would
reply, " And I too am surprised," and we bowed low to each
other in turn. On our last walk they took me to the top of a
steep pinnacle of rock and pine where removing their caps they
sang the Japanese National Anthem. I stood stiffly at attention,
bareheaded. But that was not all, for the three voices, the
eldest's just breaking, burst forth again in song and rendered,
quite recognisably, the first verse of " God Save the King."
Nice good boys, full of ambition and enthusiasm and destined
probably, alas, to the disappointments that life holds for so many
in Japan, and to earn a precarious livelihood in some petty and
ill-paid capacity. They came to the station to see me off and their
mother sent me a box of peppermints.
The Japanese are poor linguists. They find actual physical
difficulty in shaping our words and not only do many pronounce
English in a manner that is at times almost incomprehensible
but often the men who teach them speak it equally badly. The
Government cannot afford to keep a large staff of Englishmen and
the language is taught in the schools almost universally by
Japanese who have themselves, in spite of a very intimate
knowledge of grammar and literature, quite failed to acquire
the accent or the intonation. The Chinese on the contrary are
astonishingly quick at learning English and speak it often with
great perfection. Its acquirement appears to offer to them
none of the almost insuperable difficulties that it does to the
Japanese.
The traveller in the Far East will hear the English language
spoken in many fashions—at times in India and China with
a classical purity that is seldom met with at home.
I visited once a cinema in a small town in Burma and found
myself the only occupant of a stall and the only European in the
theatre. A young Indian—he helped to sell the tickets outside—
approached me and said, " Sir. The film that you are about to
witness is a product of Burma. The explanation of the scenes
depicted will appear in the Burmese manner of writing of which
probably Your Honour has no intimate knowledge. It may be
that I can render a humble service by seating myself discreetly
in the row behind you and narrating, viva voce, the less apparent
details of the story."
I accepted willingly* In the last scene the young Burmese
Prince refound the peasant girl he had loved and lost and having

